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ABSTRACT

Design futuring approaches, such as speculative design,
design fiction and others, seek to (re)envision futures and
explore alternatives. As design futuring becomes established
in HCI design research, there is an opportunity to expand and
develop these approaches. To that end, by reflecting on our
own research and examining related work, we contribute five
modes of reflection. These modes concern formgiving,
temporality, researcher positionality, real-world engagement,
and knowledge production. We illustrate the value of each
mode through careful analysis of selected design exemplars
and provide questions to interrogate the practice of design
futuring. Each reflective mode offers productive resources
for design practitioners and researchers to articulate their
work, generate new directions for their work, and analyze
their own and others’ work.
Author Keywords: Design futuring; futures-oriented design;

speculative design; research through design; futures; design
methods.
CSS Concepts

• Human-centered computing~Human computer
interaction (HCI); Interaction design; Interaction design
theory, concepts and paradigm.
INTRODUCTION

social, and economic costs of technology in global capitalism
[35, 49, 56].
As these varied approaches to design futuring gain
prominence in HCI, it is timely to consider the
methodological and theoretical challenges they pose. While
aspirations of these approaches are often emancipatory,
critical and reflective, we find it can be difficult to articulate
the claims of such work and appreciate its distinct
contributions. At other times, design futuring can be
inattentive to its own biases or, at worst, elitist. Further, it can
be unclear how speculation or envisioning is positioned to
engage with and intervene in the real world. Issues such as
these motivated the authors of this paper—all of whom have
practiced and are invested in design futuring—to
collaboratively reflect on their own and others’ work.
This paper contributes a set of resources we call ‘reflective
modes’, intended to help HCI researchers improve the quality
and accountability of design futuring work. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Designerly formgiving, its specificity and experiential
qualities
Attending to temporal representations
Positionality: futuring from somewhere
Engaging with the real world
How design futuring generates new knowledge.

In recent years, the HCI design research community has
engaged a range of approaches to investigate and articulate
different futures. This interest stems both from a lineage of
reflective and radical practices in design, as well as more
recent manifestations, variations and progressions such as
critical design [29], speculative design [30], adversarial
design [27], discursive design [95], design fiction [12] and
others. Within HCI, these research programs have flourished
amid a broader interest in using design methods to explore
critical alternatives to dominant frameworks of meaning,
particularly under growing concerns about environmental,

It is important to note that these reflective modes are
resources, not standards or norms. Rather, their main purpose
is to help design futuring researchers (i) analyze strengths
and limitations of their own work and the work of others (ii)
articulate their work or reframe it in new ways and (iii)
generate new work. By proposing these modes, we aim to
open a dialogue with the HCI design community to broaden
and strengthen the quality and diversity of research involving
design futuring methods.
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Design research has explored and critiqued alternative futures
through various practices, such as speculative design, design
fiction, material speculations and others. These approaches
remain varied and emergent, though they have gained
prominence as third-wave HCI research takes on broader
societal considerations [35, 49, 56]. In addition to dedicated
tracks on Future Scenarios at NordiCHI and Design Fictions
at GROUP, more design futuring papers are contributed to
CHI every year. We refer to such approaches collectively as
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‘design futuring’ throughout this paper. We note this term
has been elsewhere [38]. While Fry used the term design
futuring in arguing that the conception of design must shift to
address pressing sustainability issues, we use it an umbrella
term to refer (albeit loosely) to a variety of approaches that
leverage design to explore futures as a means to comment
on—and potentially change—the present. Other terms, such
as discursive design, have also been used to collectively refer
to future-oriented and speculative methods as a design space
[95]. In using ‘design futuring’, we foreground key
characteristics shared across a variety of approaches. First, in
design futuring, design is not used to solve an immediate
problem, but rather to produce knowledge through debate,
contestation, reflection etc. Second, design futuring is
concerned with future alternatives that differ, often radically
so, from today. Crucial here is the active engagement with
and questioning of what the future could be (implicitly or
explicitly), and how it provides an alternative to the present.
Design Futuring in HCI

We begin by outlining prominent approaches to design
futuring to highlight the variety of approaches and outputs.
Speculative Design and Design Fiction

There is a variety of futuring approaches [2, 3] and the field
is highly contested. For brevity, we focus on two prominent
approaches within HCI. Speculative design seeks to “open up
all sorts of possibilities that can be discussed, debated, and
used to collectively define a preferable future” [30]. In the
style of Dunne & Raby, this often but not always, takes the
form of polished physical artifacts. They invite the audience
to imagine particular worlds where these artifacts are used in
everyday life, while being presented in a gallery-like setting.
Design fiction helps imagine (future) story worlds through
world-building [25, 57] or “making things that tell stories”
[12]. A narrative element has been called essential to design
fiction [62, 94]. For example, Schulte et al. propose ‘design
fiction probes’ to elicit participants’ critical reflection on
fictional technologies [84], while Kozubaev proposes using
fictional artifacts in public spaces for this [51]. Within HCI,
design researchers employ these approaches to explore
potential implications of new technologies [15, 58, 101]; or
to better communicate implications to various audiences
recalling a tradition of scenario-based design [13, 21].
Notably, both speculative design and design fiction empower
the designer or researcher to envision particular futures
which are presented discursively for an audience to stimulate
imagination and debate.
Performance, Enactment and Experience

Rather than merely presenting to an audience, Candy &
Dunagan’s body of work championed ‘experiential
futures’[20], where designers and researchers seek to bridge
the ‘experiential gulf’ participants may feel in considering
futures. HCI has a lineage of performative and experiential
approaches to engage participants in speculation. Benford et
al. collaborated with performance artists at Blast Theory to
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invite participants into live and exhilarating performances [810]. Odom et al. and Elsden et al. [31, 75] practice
‘enactments’ where participants encounter carefully designed
scenarios, probes, props and services, to prompt reflection on
various futures. Wakkary et al.’s ‘material speculations’ use
‘counterfactual artifacts’, situated in people’s homes and
everyday experiences, to conceptually open up possible
worlds [99]. HCI researchers turning to these approaches
tend to adopt a more empirical stance, where design futuring
offers insight into the lived experience of upstream
technologies.
Design Futuring Beyond HCI

The above-mentioned approaches are also practiced outside
academia, e.g. by design agencies such as Extrapolation
Factory, Superflux and Design Friction; and play a role in
governmental policy-making [91] and technology industry
[81]. Moreover, design futuring is not limited to these
codified practices, but extends various interdisciplinary
approaches, interweaving fields such as anthropology,
science fiction, and feminist technoscience. Examples are
design anthropological futures [88] or speculative fabulations
that, following Haraway, offer a way of ‘staying with the
trouble’ in imagining still possible futures [42, 64].
Framing Design Futuring

We also draw from other scholarly traditions that focus on
temporality and futures, in particular, futures studies and
science and technology studies (STS). For an HCI audience,
these traditions surface useful nuances of how futures are
framed.
Futures studies offers conceptual resources on the
epistemology and sociology of the future. This
interdisciplinary field emphasizes continuous generation,
examination, and evaluation of alternatives and avoids
predictions [7, 82, 85]. Use of the term ‘futures’ over ‘the
future’ in this field is emblematic of this emphasis. This
framing helps push back against dominant narratives of
technological ‘progress’ that typically frame technological
‘advances’ as an inevitable single path ‘forward’ [86].
Though ideas about the future may seem intangible, they can
have tangible real-world impact. For example, Weiser’s
ubiquitous computing vision [100] continues to influence the
field of ubiquitous computing research, and the type of work
that gets presented at the Ubicomp conference. Ubiquitous
computing has faced serious critiques [6, 79] and is only one
of many possible future visions.
Future studies also offers critiques of tendencies to project
futures as either utopian or dystopian [19]. These
“hyperbolic narratives muddle the banality of more probable
outcomes (positive and negative)” [101]. Designers can help
envision futures in more experiential detail [19]. This call for
designerly engagement was made in response to the tendency
in futures studies of relying on highly analytical and
rationalistic ways of understanding futures, with methods
such as scenario planning or the Delphi method, stemming
from future studies’ partly military origins [52]. Design and
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futures studies continue to influence each other, and
conceptual resources and analytical frameworks, such as the
futures cone (see Figure 1) [98], are being taken up in design
futuring.
STS literature underscores the importance of how futures are
framed. Textual representations of the future can [67] shape
ideas about risk, uncertainty, likelihood etc. Furthermore,
ideas about the future can form ‘socio-technical imaginaries’
[47] and ‘anticipatory regimes’ [1] that influence how
visions of the future are prioritized and what resources are
mobilized to deal with them. Hence, how futures are framed,
and how designers choose to envision or help others envision
the future, has important social consequences.
METHOD: OUR APPROACH TO REFLECTION

For transparency and to invite continuing dialogue, we
present our approach to reflection; how the authors came
together to suggest modes for reflecting on design futuring.
Who we are and why we future

We are a group of design researchers who engage in design
futuring with different points of entry, practices, and ends.
We know each other through engaging with one another’s
work and meeting at conferences. From different institutions
and continents, and from different stages in our careers, we
came together around a common interest in how our designs
and research engage design futuring.
Our backgrounds in design futuring include: written and
video design fiction critically reimagining futures of living
with technology far into the future; designed artifacts and
situations to invite people to experience near-future
possibilities with technology; in-home artifact deployments
to situate reflection in everyday life; design thinking
exercises with community stakeholders to probe security and
social justice issues; and media analysis of technology
concept videos [31, 34, 46, 51, 84, 89, 101, 102].
While highlighting disciplinary diversity, we acknowledge
our positionality and privilege. We are all based at Western
research universities in the US, UK and Europe, who could
afford to attend CHI and other HCI conferences in recent
years. We all have some degree of racial privilege, relative to
the community of HCI researchers. We acknowledge this
here in order to continue to be cognizant of ongoing
structural limitations in who gets to future [76] and to
undergird our reflections (presented later) on the positionality
and situatedness of design futuring.
In contributing these higher-level reflections, we draw from
other papers that have taken similar approaches in
contributing resources for reflection. These include different
approaches to criticality in design [76], conceptual lenses to
reframe approaches to emotional biosensing [46] and uses of
envisioning in ubiquitous computing [79]. We draw on these
and particularly on Brown et al. who provide ethical
provocations for HCI “not as guidelines or recommendations
but as instruments for challenging our views” [18]. We
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contribute reflective modes as resources to help analyze,
articulate, and generate design futuring work.
Process

Our process combines reflection on our own research
practices with an intentionally partial literature review.
Although we have published design futuring work in top HCI
venues over the past several years, in reflecting we critically
analyzed strengths and shortcomings of our own works, as
well as the differences in our approaches, as a means to better
articulate how design futuring operates. Rather than
conducting a full literature review to make simply
representative claims about design futuring, we instead
reflected on what we see as influential threads of thought in
design futuring research. Our goal was to address what we
see as a need in HCI for more resources for conducting (and
assessing) futures-oriented research in more robust, diverse,
and reflexive ways.
First, we individually contributed a curatorial literature
review of about ten works that influenced our own approach.
In trying not to overlap with others’ selections, we each
highlighted our individual approach. Discussing our selection
of citations with the group emphasized the diversity of
backgrounds that we all brought to design futuring research,
including futures studies, cybersecurity, engineering, graphic
design, STS, participatory design, action research, media
studies, and science fiction studies.
Second, we each individually drafted high level reflections
stemming from our discussion. At this point in the process
we deliberately took risks in sketching out unfamiliar or
potentially controversial or provocative ideas. We discussed
our reflections within the group and clustered them into
encompassing approaches and arguments. By considering
each of these reflections against a number of exemplary
works, we subsequently developed our individual reflections
into the ‘modes’ or lenses of reflection presented below.
Finally, we iteratively took on writing sections of the paper,
interspersed with team discussions over the course of several
months. We sought to both define each reflective mode and
make them productive and actionable resources for the HCI
community.
REFLECTIVE MODES IN DESIGN FUTURING

We propose five reflective modes. They are neither
collectively exhaustive nor mutually exclusive. We
acknowledge that these modes draw from existing methods
and approaches, which are already widely practiced within
and outside of HCI. However, we argue that each of these
modes can serve as resources for design futuring researchers:
The reflective modes can help articulate and explain
researchers’ own work. They can be generative—spurring
new research questions and ways of practicing design
futuring. Finally, they can serve as analytical tools—helping
researchers analyze design futuring work to more rigorously
evaluate knowledge contributions and limitations of this
work.
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In the following subsections, we elaborate each reflective
mode’s rationale and background, illustrate the use of the
reflective mode in analyzing selected design exemplars, and
propose initial questions that can help researchers engage in
each mode.
Reflective Mode 1: Designerly Formgiving, Its Specificity
and Experiential Qualities

Design as a process of material formgiving both creates and
chooses what not to create. We reflect on how design’s
specific and experiential qualities strategically both ‘close
down’ and ‘open up’ thinking about the future. We call for
design futuring researchers to carefully consider how their
designerly formgiving strategically opens and closes thinking
about futures. Why did researchers craft a particular design
for envisioning a future, and why did they craft it in this
particular way? We argue design futuring researchers should
reflect on design decisions in terms of how specific design
artifacts shape thinking about futures.
Specificity

Part of design’s power and effectiveness in design futuring
comes from its specificity. Design allows for exploration of
the particular [92]. By depicting or creating ‘entry points’
[25] into a particular story world, creating a specific artifact,
or structuring participation in an experiential scenario,
designs help imagine a particular future.
For example, Wong et al. present an online forum question
and answer (Q&A) about an API for a brain-computer
interface [101]. The design artifact is in some sense small and
closed, detailing text of a software developer’s question,
answers by others, and the querent’s responses. As a diegetic
prototype [50], the specific design artifact gestures toward
the surrounding world required to make this exchange
possible. The design illustrates a software developer’s
nascent ethical concerns, around applying a brain-computer
interface to abusive content moderation, getting side-swept
by prioritizing technical functionality. Why did the design
researchers choose this way of envisioning a future, and why
this particular future? The particular imagined future
combines issues around brain-computer interfaces and
content moderation labor, a relatively unique choice. Giving
form to this future via a forum Q&A frames ethical
considerations as situated in technical practice. Attention to
materials used, choices of what to depict (or not), and the
politics of those choices resulted in, rather than a generic
scenario, a depiction of a particular set of actions situated in
the fictional world, giving insight into the technological,
cultural, and political assemblages in that world.
Design ‘closes down’ thinking about futures by focusing on a
specific imagined future. A design artifact is like placing a
dot on the futures cone, investigating one particular spot in
great detail. Yet, by fixing this dot a richness of detail ‘opens
up’, and engaging with that specificity allows imagining and
evaluating what might be preferable or problematic futures.
Even as a design artifact ‘closes down’ possibilities, it ‘opens
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up’ space for discussion. A single design artifact can open
discussion of multiple viewpoints.
Experiential

Designing in tangible, embodied, material ways helps think
about futures more experientially and viscerally, responding
to calls by Candy & Dunagan for designers to help bridge the
‘experiential gulf’ between present and future [20]. Engaging
not only analytical reasoning, but also emotional and
embodied ways of knowing, can often better illuminate what
futures might be possible, preferable or problematic.
For example, the Hawkeye probe, “an interactive experience
of a smart home system designed for dementia care” [68],
was deployed in eight participant homes for three weeks.
With a control panel and product brochure, participants
experienced playing the role of caregiver for a fictional
woman with dementia living in a smart home. The design
probes emotional and relational considerations surrounding
surveillance-as-care. More so than with an abstract scenario,
participants grappled with specific emotionally charged
ethical considerations of surveillance, privacy, agency, and
personal touch in caregiving.
Designing experientially for futures enacts a double ‘closing
down’ and ‘opening up’. Imagining a future in enough
closed-down specificity that we can grasp and experience
aspects of it in the present moment, while also opening up to
divergent experiences and reactions of the design artifact in
use. Returning to Candy, this helps “bridge the experiential
gulf between inherently abstract notions of possible futures,
and life as it is apprehended, felt, embedded and embodied in
the present and on the ground” [20].
Focusing on particulars of envisioned futures provides a way
to move beyond utopian and dystopian futures [19].
Designing physical and digital, discursive, and experiential
artifacts allows the depiction and exploration of futures that
focus on the ‘in between’ of dystopia and utopia,
understanding future worlds from multiple points of view
situated in the everyday and mundane. These practices of
‘closing down’ and ‘opening up’ worlds in between dystopia
and utopia recognize that the ways that people interact with
technologies are heterogenous, diverse, and experienced
through a range of feeling and emotion; futures should
represent this diversity of experience as well.
Giving form to a specific story world, designing an
experience, designers can help envision a particular future.
To thoughtfully leverage design’s specificity and experiential
qualities to envision futures, we suggest design researchers
consider these questions throughout their process and in
reporting their work.
● Why did the design researchers choose this way of
envisioning a future, and why this particular future?
● How do the particularities of the specific design artifact
(object, narrative, experience, etc.) contribute to shaping
an imagined future?
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●

How do designerly choices of materials and forms open
and close particular futures for particular audiences?
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metaphor of time is the Aymara language, which is an
Amerindian language spoken in the Andean highlands of

Reflective Mode 2: Attending to Temporal
Representations

This reflective mode attends to material, mental and social
representations of the future and how they shape design
futuring. Drawing on research from STS and anthropology,
we argue that specific temporal representations influence
specific framings of the future and researchers’ and
participants’ subject positions towards it.
To conceptualize futures, HCI designers and researchers can
use heuristics or visual representations of time. The future is
largely a social construct [85], and how HCI designers and
researchers conceptualize the future shapes their design
proposals of the future. In other words, how temporality is
represented and used in design futuring affects and is affected
by other cultural and political frames of what the future is. In
this mode we argue that it is crucial that researchers in design
futuring explore and reflect on the notion of temporality itself
to unfold the critical, political, and transformative dimensions
of futures.
One common visual representation of the future is the
‘futures cone’ or ‘Voros cone’ (Figure 1) after Joseph Voros,
who popularized it in futures studies in 2000s, although the
idea of the cone was used as early as 1990 [98]. Within the
design community, the idea of the cone was introduced by
Candy, popularized by Dunne and Raby [30], and adopted
and reinterpreted by other design futures researchers [23].
The cone visualizes relationships between various types of
futures such as probable, plausible, possible, preferable and
others. However, while it introduces some nuance into
describing futures, expanding beyond the linear path and
challenging the idea of predictability, it is also a simplified
representation with a Western, English-speaking bias. In the
cone, the future progresses, so to speak, in an apparently
multi-directional fashion radiating from a single point called
‘the present’ on the left, towards multiple futures on the right.
The single-point origin of time also implies a shared present,
which can obscure complexities of historical context as well
as the diversity and situatedness of presents. This
representation of the future, and its widespread use in design
futuring, illustrates how cultural and linguistic conventions
can embed themselves even in those discourses that attempt
to be critical, pluralistic and self-reflexive. Thus, design
futuring researchers need to challenge how dominant
representations of temporality figure into our understanding
and design of futures [78].
Designers use various common metaphors when
conceptualizing futures and temporality such as future as
progress, time as a line, time as a resource and others [53].
Recent research in cognitive science has illuminated how
various aspects of linguistic, cultural and personal
experience, including metaphors, influence temporal
reasoning [17]. A vivid example of an unconventional
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Figure 1. Futures Cone, Adapted from Joseph Voros
(Graphic Design Credit: Sandjar Kozubaev)
western Bolivia, southeastern Peru, and northern Chile [70].
It uses a static mapping in which the future is behind us and
the past is in the front.
This mapping is used not just linguistically, with the basic
word for FRONT (nayra ‘eye/front/sight’) as the basic word
for PAST, and the basic word for BACK (qhipa,
‘back/behind’) as the basic term for FUTURE, but also
gesturally. When Aymara speakers refer to the future they
gesture backwards and when referring to the past, they
gesture forwards. This example shows how “fundamental
concepts such as temporal reasoning, can get shaped in
specific ways to generate cultural variability.” [70].
Conceptual frameworks of the future are hence culturally
situated. Attending to these dimensions of temporal
reasoning in design futuring projects can help contest and
reimagine them in productive, creative ways.
To appreciate how these linguistic schemas can shape
broader social and political discourse, we turn to STS and the
notion of anticipation. Anticipation is the affect and
subjectivity associated with the future and its indeterminacy.
Anticipation is not a reaction but ‘a way of actively orienting
oneself temporally’ [1]. In other words, anticipation is how
the notion of the future instantiates as a felt experience
through various ‘anticipatory regimes’, which demand a
certain kind of response, such as global health programs on
biodiversity and biodefense. These programs organize
prevention tactics and mechanisms as well as various rapidresponse infrastructures. HCI and design research projects
exist within current global or national anticipatory regimes
and when doing design futuring work, we must reflect on
how our future vision challenges or reinforces such
anticipatory regimes.
For HCI design to be reflective about temporality, we suggest
framing temporality as malleable and contestable, thereby
opening new possibilities and ways of speculating about the
future. First, HCI designers can explore alternative and novel
notions of temporality and make them more visible and
interactive. For example, Odom et al.’s work on slow design
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illustrates [72-74] how HCI design can support reflections
and subjective experiences of time such as anticipation,
memory and re-visiting the past. Soro et al. propose an
alternative take on the futures cone by flipping its orientation,
much like the Aymara, to designing for the past [90].
Second, HCI design can support inventive exploration of
metaphors for temporality. Metaphors have long been used as
a tool in HCI design [11]. More recently, researchers have
proposed that generating new metaphors can help not only
design better interfaces, but also reframe societal issues
around technology [59-61]. Since both mental and embodied
metaphors (e.g., gesturing) are central to temporal reasoning,
as described above, expanding alternative notions of
temporality with new metaphors through HCI design can
enrich design futuring both for researchers and the
communities they serve.
Finally, HCI designers can explore how the temporality of
futures is political. Mazé’s practice-based research in
SWITCH! Energy Futures explores temporal politics of
making a difference by speculating on various ways of
materializing future energy production and consumption
[65]. Arguing that “the future is not empty, it is open”, Mazé
encourages designers to reflect on the temporal politics of
imagining and designing “particular (out of all possible)
futures” [65]. By presenting these examples of alternative
temporalities, metaphors and temporal politics, we argue it is
crucial that design futuring researchers explore and reflect on
the notion of temporality itself. To unfold the political,
critical and transformative dimensions of futures, researchers
can account for questions such as:
● What notion (metaphor or representation) of temporality
is used in the project and why? How and to whom is it
visible or invisible in the project?
● Does the research project benefit from existing
anticipatory regimes (e.g., discourses on risk,
uncertainty, fear, etc.) and how should researchers
account for that?
● Does the research project enable the use and expression
of alternative notions of temporality by the relevant
stakeholders
(participants,
audience
members,
communities of practice, etc.)?
Reflective Mode 3: Positionality: Futuring from
Somewhere

This reflective mode discusses how design futuring
researcher can reflect on and be transparent about the power
they hold through their work. Placing technologies in the
future does not relieve one from understanding the broader
systems in which technologies are made and used, and the
politics of those systems. By not only presenting the artifact,
but also framing its use and the way it is presented, designers
who engage in design futuring hold power and responsibility
[63]. No knowledge creation comes from ‘nowhere’, but
knowledge instead is a view from ‘somewhere’ [41], and
designer-researchers can benefit from reflecting upon what
their particular somewhere is [87]. Calls for reflection in
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design have been made before in HCI [4, 28, 83] and in
speculative design [77, 96], but we consider it important to
continue expanding this call to design futuring, because by
acknowledging this situated and specific context, designers
can open up consideration of perspectives from elsewhere.
We draw on the definition by Sengers et al. [87] of reflection
“as referring to critical reflection, or bringing unconscious
aspects of experience to conscious awareness, thereby
making them available for conscious choice.” We further
draw on prior HCI researchers’ related calls for reflexivity—
for scholars to “critically reflect on the practices that their
work seeks to amplify, and the ways in which those practices
are situated within a larger cultural and political milieu”
[28]. When situated in the future and thereby outside of the
present, design futuring can appear apolitical and without
current consequences. But as we show, design futuring is
always situated ‘somewhere’ and by making these criteria
more explicit, designers and researchers can expand what
counts as design futuring work and define and develop
criteria by which to judge design futuring work, thereby
strengthening the field as a whole.
This reflective mode draws attention to the multiplicity of
experiences and perspectives in the present; the present is not
a singular point on the futures cone universally experienced
by everyone, but rather a set of multiple experiences. From
each of these experiences and perspectives, what seems like
possible, plausible, probable, or preferable futures may differ.
This suggests paying attention to the experiences related to
design practice - including both the experiences involved in
the practice of designing, and in the experiences of use.
Design futures, as a technical practice, create political centers
and margins of whose futures get to matter more or less (see
also [45]). Reflection on one’s position as designerresearcher allows for the identification of not only the center
of a technical practice, but what is marginalized [87].
Reflection may also draw attention to the ways in which
futures work is already being done by others (but not
recognized as such), including by communities who we
might consider research participants, co-designers, or
collaborators.
O’Leary et al.’s project in engaging an African American
community group with futuring methods reflects the need to
both demystify the elite status of design and acknowledge the
ways in which design practice may perpetuate forms of
institutional racism and privilege [71]. Baumann et al.
explicitly discuss how speculative design and design fiction
were used in a local participatory project, reflecting on the
need to understand and communicate a community’s
preferable future that is “tied to local African-American
cultural norms and social practices” in contrast with
dominant futures espoused by Silicon Valley [5].
Recognizing these existing practices provides opportunities
to engage in and understand alternate forms of futuring work.
Explicit reflection in design futuring might be of particular
importance as the field deploys many strategies that enable
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the designer to distance oneself from the work. Power and
privilege is often placed in the artifact which contains the
designers’ voice [76]. In addition, it also opens up the work
on a political level by recognizing how research methods are
‘world-shaping phenomena’ [80] even if presented as
existing in the future. While artifacts might appear to speak
for themselves, their voice is not always clear and
transparent. Ambiguity can be a useful tool to stimulate
debate and provoke responses in this field of design, but this
should not relieve the design researchers from positioning
themselves unambiguously in regard to their work. Such
ambiguity is closely aligned with the notion of ‘cognitive
estrangement’, characteristic of the science fiction literary
genre [93]. Some deploy humor and irony (see for example
[44] and [14], who emphasize the positive aspects of these
strategies). These means might make complex topics more
palpable, but by allowing the maker or viewer to shrug them
off as a joke and “clearly not real”, they might also limit the
accountability of the designer-researcher. In addition, humor
and irony are also highly culturally situated, which might
thereby act as gatekeepers of what is understood as design
futuring and who gets to future.
In addition to a political aspect of design futuring work,
reflection can have practical outcomes. Reflecting on our
own experiences conducting and publishing futures research,
we have found that this kind of work is often reviewed and
valued on the basis of the aesthetic quality and craft of the
design work, the novelty/interest of the context, and the
imaginativeness of the proposals/design work. In contrast,
questions and comments on the researchers’ position arise
less often. While these criteria are undisputedly relevant to
design research, open and transparent reflection on one’s
stance and position as a designer can be useful as a means to
make the criteria the design work explicit. This in turn makes
the criteria not only open for designers themselves to
acknowledge and understand their position, but also provides
potential reviewers with criteria by which they can evaluate,
compare and judge the work. If design researchers, for
example, state that they aim to provide a specific stance, the
reviewers can evaluate to which extent the work represents
and embodies this stance and whether that is a useful means
to address the problem stated.
An example of this type of reflection can be found in
Søndergaard and Hansen [64], who draw heavily on feminist
theory and the notion of ‘staying with the trouble’ to position
themselves and the focus of their design work. The authors
explicitly and transparently discuss this position as their
‘somewhere’ from which their start their exploration of a
specific technology. In Schulte et al. [84] an artifact is
presented with more applied reflections, derived from the
practical work of developing the design fiction. Thereby the
authors refrain from positioning themselves towards the work
that has been developed and the burden of interpreting the
artifact and positioning it lies entirely with the audience of
the artifact. Using the questions we present in this reflective
mode might enable the authors to acknowledge the values
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that influenced their fiction, which values were assumed in
the audience and which aspects of their work contains the
novelty of the artifact.
Reflection should be part of the whole process and will be
different for each project. As this is not an activity that can be
addressed in one particular section or in hindsight when
writing up, we refrain from giving a simple checklist of
recommendations of how to structure reflection in design
futuring. Based on our reflections, we suggest the following
questions as a starting point:
● How were decisions made, who was included and what
questions were (deliberately) left out? Whose futures get
represented as legitimate in design, and whose do not?
● Who are the designer-researchers in a particular project,
and what expertise and politics do they have? What
politics (in the broadest sense) were reflected on in the
process?
● Why was a particular future created, what (implicit or
explicit) politics are suggested through the authors’ and
designers’ perspectives?
● What types of privilege might the designer-researcher
have, and what structures of power might the design
artifacts be supporting or contesting?
Reflective Mode 4: Engaging with the Real World

This reflective mode encourages researchers engaging in
speculative or futures-oriented work to consider how their
work engages with and ultimately impacts the real world,
from conception to outcome. We are not suggesting that
design futuring always requires some sort of participation to
be valuable. Design futuring can be valuable without direct
and active participation. The goal of this reflective mode is to
broaden the scope of what engagement with the real world
could be. Unlike experimental or evaluative work of design
prototypes, in which impact can be considered by its effects
on particular populations under study, design futuring does
not tend to hold immediate, material impact over specific
persons. Nevertheless, the results of design futuring may
yield very specific artifacts, institutions or organizations that
affect people quite directly [71]. Even the simple scenarios of
ubiquitous computing in Weiser’s speculative work,
Computers for the 21st Century provided a vision and
guidance to multi-billion dollar industries of smartphones
and Internet of Things devices [6, 100]. As past work at CHI
has indicated, the real-world impacts of this new age have
been uneven [37]. In this section, we reflect on how, as
researchers and practitioners, we might better account for and
anticipate the ways in which speculation engages and impacts
the real world.
First, we need consider how we, as researchers, can better
involve people, individuals, and organizations in speculative
research. Recent work in HCI and design has engaged these
questions, informing co-speculators [26], media stakeholders
and cultural commentators [39, 40], or producing platforms
for communities to express preferable futures [16, 54, 71,
97]. In the broadest sense, there is an opportunity to consider
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the extent to which design futuring can become a more
participatory practice. The challenge here for researchers is to
curate such engagements that present deep and compelling
futures, which remain open to be shaped by others. This
engagement with the real world could be envisaged as
trajectories [9] across multiple stages of a research project;
from initial conception of sites for speculation; to critiquing
work as it is iterated; to experiencing or engaging with
artifacts produced through design futuring. With the
Datacatcher project, Gaver et al. [40] put a carefully designed
counterfactual artifact [99] into the hands of ‘cultural
commentators’ [39], from marketers, academics, film-makers
and local publics. To push this further though, what would it
mean to seek participation earlier on in such a project? Such
that communities themselves might envision the data
collected and displayed by such a device?
Second, we need to consider the longer-term impact that
speculative artifacts carry after they are produced and
distributed and how they might affect real-world practices,
processes, and communities. Speculations often skirt the
boundaries of fake and real; design futuring can rely on
particular familiar aesthetics and a ‘future mundane’ [69]
such that it’s not immediately clear that speculation is at play.
Design futuring (especially as critique) can be all the more
compelling for inviting an audience to question their reality
[24]. Especially as the boundaries of reality are blurred in
contemporary media, how can researchers appropriately
account for the consequences of misinterpreted speculation?
For example, Søndergaard et al. [89] speculate on a
dystopian PeriodShare menstrual tracking app and service
which entailed a live Kickstarter page and appearance at
trade shows as vehicles for the research. Doing such research
ethically, and responsibly, requires considerable care,
reflection and control of the contexts in which such work is
encountered. Speculative artifacts rarely exist in a vacuum.
As they are shared and distributed, stakeholders with diverse
incentives may take notice, employing them in ways that
may or may not match the values of the speculations’ original
authors.
We hence offer a number of points of reflection to consider
how design future engages with the real world:
● What are the touchpoints or trajectories of a design
futuring project where opportunities could be created for
participatory engagement with the speculations at hand?
● What steps have been taken to consider and guide the
impact of the design futuring project and artifact(s)?
● How can researchers responsibly produce and engage
publics with easily misconstrued envisioning?
● More explicitly, and taking care to consider the
positionality of the researchers (see Reflective Mode 3),
who specifically gains from design futuring, and who
may not? How can the designer-researcher account for
this within their work?
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Reflective Mode 5: How Design Futuring Generates New
Knowledge

Within HCI research, speculative design and related
approaches to futuring, have been incorporated as a research
method; however, we often lack a clear understanding of how
design futuring generates new knowledge and contributes to
the field. We offer two ways to reflect on this. First, we
suggest that speculative design research in HCI could build
upon the longstanding empirical focus on exploring and
understanding the diverse experiences of participants in
relation to new technologies [22, 43, 66]. In the simplest
terms, researchers could ask how speculative work can be
presented to and experienced by participants, and by what
means we can make sense of their engagement. Candy’s
‘experiential scenarios’, and Elsden et al.’s ‘speculative
enactments’ offer examples of an engaging futures practice,
and along with others [46, 55, 68] demonstrate how familiar
empirical methods can be brought to bear in design futuring.
Second, and more fundamentally, we would urge researchers
to consider more carefully the ‘anticipated phenomena’ [48]
that are the crux of their research. Beyond any single
technology, what near-future behavior, interaction,
experience, values or infrastructures does the research seek to
explore? Identifying up front the kinds of ‘anticipatory
phenomena’ that the research hopes to illuminate, offers a
much clearer playing field in which to understand and reflect
upon the extent to which any speculative interventions
actually generate new knowledge. For example, Fox et al.
present Vivewell [36], a design fiction about data practices
relating to menstrual tracking. The work is striking for its
aesthetic, and basis in existing data policies of menstrual
tracking apps. However, through this reflective mode, we
could push the authors to think more about how to engage
research participants to develop empirical reflections upon
the speculations presented. How could anticipated
phenomena – such as “how particular bodies may get
surveilled or controlled by a menstrual tracker” – be
explored with these participants? We would further argue
that committing to investigating particular anticipated
phenomena with participants can act as a valuable constraint
on speculative work, where the researcher must constantly
negotiate between aspects of an envisioned world, and the
participant’s real-world engagement with speculative
materials [32, 33].
Finally, we note that the content of design futuring rarely
explicitly relates in any direct way to prior speculative work;
nor offers resources for subsequent speculation to build upon.
In some cases, it’s often unclear how the possible worlds
envisioned through a design futuring approach, could be
woven in with any other worlds. Could design futuring
research become more interoperable? How could we
encourage practices of building upon each other’s work in
more than just a shared methodology? How might
researchers ‘share’ aspects of a speculation, and have a sense
of building up knowledge about anticipated phenomena, or
particular near-future technologies? For example, Elsden et
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al. present Abacus Datagraphy [33] as a company offering
data-driven documentary of a wedding; Noortman et al. [68]
describe HawkEye Technologies as a company who produce
smart care homes. What would it require, and what would it
mean, for other researchers to envisage further services or
interactions with these products and services?
Relatedly, in our experience, it is rare for design futuring
research to acknowledge limitations to the work. Such
limitations allow for reflexivity, and acknowledgement of the
many positions and assumptions adopted in doing
exploratory, speculative work. Further, they could offer a
clearer path for future work that improves upon or reorients
prior work. In this vein, we suggest that as a field, we
generally struggle to evaluate design futuring work, and the
different kinds of contributions such work can make. A more
empirical focus (among others) could offer one such basis.
To begin engaging in this mode of reflection, we suggest the
following questions as a starting point:
● Are there clear and compelling anticipatory phenomena
in this design futuring project?
● How well does the speculation relate back to aspects of
the real world such that insight can be gained into the
anticipated phenomena (e.g., through design, co-design,
participant engagement, etc.)?
● How could the project connect with or inhabit aspects of
other related design futuring work?
● How does a given project develop resources that could
be leveraged for further envisioning?
● How clearly are the limitations of design futuring work
articulated, and do these offer avenues for future work
and iteration?
DISCUSSION

In the preceding sections, we proposed five reflective modes,
elaborated on their rationale and background, and proposed
initial questions to engage with each mode. In this section we
outline some of the implications of these reflective modes,
their limitations as well as future directions.
We begin the discussion by reflecting on and acknowledging
the limitations of our work. The proposed five reflective
modes emerged from discussions and analysis among seven
HCI researchers from diverse disciplinary backgrounds, and
from analyzing a significant amount of design futuring work,
but the modes are by no means exhaustive. While our aim
was to develop reflective modes that could be applied by
other researchers, we also invite others to not only engage in
these modes but also re-interpret and critique them based on
their own positionality and add other modes we failed to see
or articulate. As described in our methods section, our own
perspective comes from a certain degree of economic,
educational, racial, bodily, and other privileges, and more
perspectives on design futuring are needed.
Having acknowledged some of the limitations of our
approach, we turn to the question of how to practice
reflective modes and, more generally, be attentive to
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reflexivity in design futuring. Our initial motivation to
develop these reflective modes was a sense of necessity. We
as authors all practice design futuring approaches that aspire
to contribute to knowledge and provoke debate, but we want
to deepen our understanding of how our work delivers on
these claims and how it relates to others’ work. Developing
reflective practices can help researchers make more informed
design decisions, foreground potential shortcomings and
biases, and generate new design opportunities. We note that
the proposed reflective modes are a non-exhaustive yet
fruitful suite of resources to help design futuring researchers
be more reflexive in their work. They can be used flexibly at
different stages and in different combinations.
At the same time, we see potential challenges and obstacles
in engaging in such reflective practice. For example,
diversity in who gets to future is easy to aspire to but requires
effort to practice for a variety of systemic reasons.
Furthermore, reflective practice has to be deliberate and it
involves time and effort. Given the realities of academic
knowledge production it is easy to omit it both consciously
and unconsciously. By articulating each reflective mode, we
demonstrate ways for design futuring researchers to reflect
on the impact and contribution of their work; before, during,
and after carrying out a design futuring research project.
Reflexivity in design futuring cannot be limited to an isolated
workshop or an encounter in a gallery. Rather, it should be
embedded throughout the entire lifecycle of a research
project: from conception to publication and beyond. While
researchers already practice forms of reflection in their work,
making this reflective practice explicit and continuous, and
reporting on it, can help readers, reviewers, and future
researchers better understand the process of design futuring.
We envisage that the proposed reflective modes can serve as
productive resources for design futuring researchers in at
least three ways.
Analysis: We envisage these modes will support researchers
and practitioners in better analyzing their design futuring
work. This may be to reflect on past, ongoing or planned
practice. For example, positionality (Reflective Mode 3) can
be used in evaluating whether certain biases or privileges are
being overlooked and how that might impact the claims and
contributions of the work. Clearly, these reflective modes
could also be used to evaluate and review design futuring
work for publication, curation and funding. Furthermore,
developing a deeper reflective practice in design futuring
could encourage researchers to engage with other disciplines
that have a long tradition of theorizing socio-political and
socio-technical dimensions of the future and temporality such
as futures studies, STS, design studies and others.
Articulation: Each of the modes offer researchers and
practitioners new ways to think about and articulate their
work. This may be to better acknowledge contributions or
limitations, particular design choices, or the impact of one’s
work beyond a single publication. Relatedly, we envisage
these modes may also support pedagogy to ensure that
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students are more cognizant of how they begin to use and
deploy design futuring methods. For example, reflecting on
formgiving (Reflective Mode 1) can help articulate work by
encouraging researchers to elaborate on choices of material
and form, and their influence on the envisioned future
Generation: We finally suggest that the reflective modes can
be generative of new ideas, questions and nuance to ongoing
projects. One might consider how to make a project better
engage with the real world, address specific anticipatory
phenomena, or encompass alternative temporal logics. Where
a reflective mode highlights some shortcomings, or
opportunities, they may also stimulate ideas for entirely new
projects and collaborations. For example, attending to
temporality (Reflective Mode 2) can help generate new work
by encouraging researchers to explore alternative temporal
framings through their work.
CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we contribute five reflective modes for design
futuring. These modes can serve as productive resources to
help design futuring researchers articulate their work,
generate new directions for their work, as well as analyze
their own and others’ work. The modes are:
(1) Attending to how designerly formgiving results in a
specific artifact and how situated experiences help articulate
the way design crafts particular imagined futures. We
describe how, by presenting one specific artifact to imagine
one specific future, design ‘closes down’ thinking about
some futures while ‘opening up’ thinking about a particular
future in greater richness and detail. We invite design
futuring researchers to reflect on how the particularities of a
design's form, materials, etc., shape the imagined future it
presents.
(2) We reflect on how, particularly for design futuring work,
attending to temporal representations as culturally situated
helps surface latent assumptions around how futures are
conceptualized. We outline ways for design futuring
researchers to consider what temporal representations are
used in a project and why, how the project engages with
existing anticipatory regimes regarding future-oriented
societal expectations, and how the project might support
alternative notions of temporality.
(3) Echoing recent calls for researcher reflexivity throughout
HCI, we specifically highlight ways that design futuring
researchers can more thoughtfully consider their own
positionality and privilege. We call on design futuring
researchers to reflect on their own expertise and politics; on
agendas or structures of power that their work might support
or contest; and on whose futures get represented as legitimate
and whose do not.
(4) Attending to how design futuring engages the real world
reveals gaps and opportunities. We surface an opportunity for
design futuring researchers to continue reflecting on ways to
responsibly engage publics in futuring while being cautious
about the potential for designs to seem deceptive, unethically
‘real’ or otherwise inappropriate. In seeking tangible impact
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beyond academia, it is essential to critically consider who
participates in design futuring, who gains from design
futuring and who does not.
Finally, (5) we provide avenues for reflecting on how design
futuring produces knowledge: via investigating ‘anticipatory
phenomena’; connecting to or building upon others' design
futuring works, and acknowledging one’s limitations to open
avenues for future work and iteration.
We do not intend for these reflective to be exhaustive set or
to serve as a mandatory checklist. Rather, we contribute these
reflective modes in a spirit of open-ended generativity to help
future-oriented HCI approaches continue to grow, strengthen,
and deepen their practices and accountabilities. Future
research can address how these and other reflective modes
relate to each other and develop empirical contributions of
how they influence design futuring work. As HCI takes on
pressing societal challenges, design futuring has an important
role to play in troubling dominant techno-logics and
imagining critical alternatives; a role that must necessarily be
reflective.
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